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Abstract
Study of the matrix-level affine algebra Um,K is motivated by confor-
mal field theory and the fractional quantum Hall effect. Gannon com-
pleted the classification of Um,K modular-invariant partition functions.
Here we connect the algebra U2,K to strings on 2-tori describable by ra-
tional conformal field theories. As Gukov and Vafa proved, rationality
selects the complex-multiplication tori. We point out that the rational
conformal field theories describing strings on complex-multiplication tori
have characters and partition functions identical to those of the matrix-
level algebra Um,K . This connection makes obvious that the rational
theories are dense in the moduli space of strings on Tm, and may prove
useful in other ways.
1 Introduction
2-dimensional conformal field theories (CFTs) are quite well understood. The
local conformal symmetry, described by the Virasoro algebra and its extensions,
is in many cases powerful enough to give a complete determination of the op-
erator spectrum, as well as explicit formulas for the correlation functions. A
particularly simple class are rational conformal field theories (RCFTs), charac-
terized by having a finite number of primary fields [3]. They are consistently
described by a finite set of representations of a certain chiral algebra. Moreover
the corresponding genus-1 characters χi(q) form a finite dimensional unitary
1
representation of the modular group PSL(2,Z)
χi
(
aτ + b
cτ + d
)
=
∑
j
M ji χj(τ), (1)
where a, b, c, d ∈ Z and ad− bc = 1.
One arena where RCFTs arise is in string compactifications on Calabi-Yau
manifolds at special values of their moduli, e.g., in Gepner models [6]. It is im-
portant to understand the conditions for rationality. For example, the simplest
compactifications of a string theory are on tori Tm–when are they described by
RCFTs? This question has been studied in [8, 13, 10, 7]. In particular, Wend-
land [13] derived rationality conditions valid for all torus dimensions m. More
importantly for us, in the case of 2-tori, Gukov and Vafa [7] found a simple,
geometric criterion for rationality. For T 2, the modular parameter τ and the
Ka¨hler parameter ρ must take special values; they must belong to an imaginary
quadratic number field. Such 2-tori have the property of complex multiplica-
tion, and are known as CM tori. For them, a Gauss product exists, and was
used in [9] to classify the corresponding RCFTs.
The special values of the moduli indicate RCFTs where the infinite number
of fields is organized into a finite set that is primary with respect to an extended
chiral algebra [11]. In the Tm case, the generic boson algebra U(1)m = U(1)k1×· · · × U(1)km is extended by vertex operators defined by vectors of the lattice
Λm describing T
m ∼= Rm/Λm. The extended algebra is well understood; it was
written explicitly for the m = 1 case in [11], for example.
On the other hand, a different algebra has also been of interest. The Abelian
algebra Um,K with an m×m matrix-valued level K was studied in [5] where its
modular invariant partition functions were classified. This matrix-level algebra
generalizes U(1)m = U(1)k1 × · · · × U(1)km , which is recovered for a diagonal
matrix K. Here we consider the more general case, allowing K to be a non-
negative integer-valued matrix.
Study of the matrix-level affine algebra Um,K is partly motivated by an
effective description of the fractional quantum Hall effect, via a Chern-Simons
theory with a gauge group U(1)m and a matrix valued level K [1, 2]. The
Witten correspondence [14, 11] relates the Chern-Simons theory with a gauge
group G canonically quantized on a manifold M = Σ×Rt, to the RCFT based
on the affine Kac-Moody algebra Gˆk (the Wess-Zumino-Witten model). For any
simple, compact gauge group G the Chern-Simons actions on a three-manifold
are classified by an integer k ∈ Z.1 It was shown in [1] that Chern-Simons
theories for the Abelian group U(1)m are classified by positive integer lattices
with intersection forms K. Due to their potential application in the fractional
quantum Hall effect, it is of interest to study the two-dimensional avatars of the
U(1)m Chern-Simons theories based on matrix valued level K. This reduces to
the study of two-dimensional RCFTs with the affine Kac-Moody algebra Um,K .
In this paper, we will uncover a connection between the matrix-level algebras
U2,K and the CM tori, and so to the extended Moore-Seiberg algebras that make
1If the three-manifold is a spin manifold then k can be half-integer [4].
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strings on them describable by RCFTs. We point out that the RCFTs which
arise from strings on CM-tori and the RCFTs based on the Um,K algebra have
the same set of characters and the same partition function.
This relation has already proven useful in the following way. As was noted
in [5], the moduli space of the RCFTs based on the Um,K algebra is given
in terms of the moduli space of rational points on the Grassmannian Gd,d(R).
This is similar to the Narain moduli space of compactifications of strings on tori.
We show that the characterization of the Um,K partition functions in terms of
rational points on a Grassmannian [5] is equivalent to specifying CM tori inside
the Narain moduli space. This is another way to show that the set of RCFTs is
dense in the Narain moduli space since the set of rational points is dense in the
Grassmannian Gd,d(R). We hope that the relation between matrix-level RCFTs
and strings on tori will also be helpful in other ways.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the Um,K matrix
level affine algebras and their modular invariant classification [5]. In Section 3,
we study strings on CM tori and state the conditions for rationality, drawing
from the results in [7]. Using the Gauss product (introduced into this context
by [9]), we relate the geometry of CM tori to the abstract Um,K algebras for
m = 2. In Section 4, we formulate the problem of RCFTs based on CM tori in
terms of rational points on Grassmannians and as such we relate it the Um,K
classification given in [5]. Section 5 is a short conclusion.
2 Matrix-level affine algebras
In this section, we study affine Abelian chiral algebras with matrix-valued level.
To provide evidence that they are the chiral algebras of a consistent class of
RCFTs, we describe their modular invariant partition functions. In Section 3
we relate them to σ-models on CM tori.
Let ΓK be a Euclidean, even, integral lattice of rank r with a positive definite
integer-valued symmetric intersection matrix Kij , of determinant −D > 0. The
basis {ei} of ΓK is defined up to GL(r,Z) transformations which preserve the
determinant of K
ei → Gjiej, G ∈ GL(r,Z) , |G| = ±1 . (2)
where |G| is the determinant of G.
We can associate with any integral lattice ΓK of rank r a chiral vertex algebra
A(ΓK). There are r linearly independent U(1) currents
Ji(z) =
∑
n∈Z
Jni
zn+1
. (3)
They have the OPE
Ji(z)Jj(w) ∼ Kij
(z − w)2 . (4)
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In terms of the modes we have[
Jmi , J
n
j
]
= mKijδm+n,0. (5)
These spin-one currents form a subalgebra Ar ⊂ A(Γ) with rank r. The energy
momentum tensor is given by the Sugawara construction
T (z) =
1
2
Kij : Ji(z)Jj(z) :, (6)
where Kij = K−1ij is the intersection form of the dual lattice.
From the OPE of T (z) with itself we can read off the central charge
c = KijKij = r. (7)
The Virasoro generators are given by
Ln =
1
2
Kij
∞∑
m=−∞
: Jm+ni J
−m
j : . (8)
Now we specialize to rank two lattices ΓK with basis e1, e2. Since the lattice
is even-integer lattice, then its intersection form can be written as
Kij = 〈ei|ej〉 =
(
2a b
b 2c
)
, a, b, c ∈ Z. (9)
We assume that gcd(a, b, c) = 1 which corresponds to primitive quadratic forms.
The GL(2,Z) transformation on the basis of ΓK gives an equivalent lattice
K −→ K ′ = GtKG, ΓK′ ≡ ΓK , G ∈ GL(2,Z). (10)
Since the determinant of K is invariant under this transformation, we define the
set of equivalence classes of primitive, even lattices as
Lp(D) := {ΓK : D = −|K|}/GL(2,Z). (11)
where |K| is the determinant of K.
We will consider different matrix levels KL for the holomorphic and KR for
the anti-holomorphic sectors which give rise to heterotic theories. The set of
standard representations of the affine algebra Um,K are labeled by a ∈ PKL+ =
Γ∗KL/ΓKL and b ∈ PKR+ = Γ∗KR/ΓKR where |KL| = |KR| [5].
The RCFT data are given by (ΓKL ,ΓKR , {χ
ΓKL
a }, {χΓKRa }) where χΓKRa are
the characters which are proportional to the theta functions of the lattice
χ
ΓKL
a (q) =
θ
ΓKL
a (q)
η(q)2
=
1
η(q)2
∑
v∈ΓKL
q
1
2
(a+v)2 , (12)
where η(q) is the Dedekind eta function.
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The spectrum is encoded in the (genus-1) partition function
ZΓKL ,ΓKR =
∑
a∈P
KL
+
, b∈P
KR
+
Ma,b χ
ΓKL
a χ
ΓKR
b , (13)
where the matrix Ma,b is constrained to satisfy Ma,b ∈ Z≥ and M0,0 = 1.
Modular invariance dictates that
SM =MS, TM =MT, (14)
where the matrices S and T are unitary and symmetric and T is diagonal
Sab =
1√
|KL|
exp[−2πi(a · b)]. (15)
In [5], all modular invariants of the algebra Um,K were constructed in terms
of even self-dual lattices Γ that contain ΓKL and ΓKR . In terms of the matrix
K, full modular invariance means Kij ∈ 2Z. This, together with the symmetry
of K, translates to an even integer lattice ΓK .
The argument in [5] goes as follows: consider the heterotic partition function
(13). Using SM =MS and the unitarity of the S matrix we find
Ma,b =
∑
c,d
Sa,cMc,dS
∗
d,b
=
1
|KL|
∑
c,d
exp[2πi(b · d− a · c)]Mc,d.
(16)
From this equation we derive the relation
Ma,b
M0,0
=
∑
c,d zab,cdMc,d∑
c,dMc,d
. (17)
where we defined
zab,cd = exp[2πi(b · d− a · c)], |zab,cd| = 1. (18)
Using the triangle inequality, the above equation gives |Ma,b| ≤ |M0,0| = 1 with
the equality iff
Mc,d 6= 0 =⇒ b · d = a · c (mod 1) (19)
for all c ∈ PKL+ , d ∈ PKR+ . Hence Ma,b = {0, 1}. Define the set
Ω =
⋃
a∈P
KL
+
, b∈P
KR
+
(a⊕ ib) + (ΓKL ⊕ iΓKR) (20)
which is an even self dual lattice. The matrix Ma,b in (13) satisfies
Ma,b =
{
1 if (a, ib) ∈ Ω
0 otherwise.
(21)
Hence, the modular invariant partition functions of the Um,K current algebra
are in 1-to-1 correspondence with the even self-dual lattices Γ which contain
(ΓKL ; ΓKR).
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3 Strings on a CM torus
Consider an elliptic curve (or a torus) Eτ = C/Λ, where Λ is a lattice Λ =
(Z + τZ) and τ is the complex structure modulus. The endomorphisms of Eτ
are given by holomorphic maps F : Eτ → Eτ . Clearly any elliptic curve has
trivial endomorphisms corresponding to multiplication by an integer λ ∈ Z. We
want to find the conditions on τ which give non-trivial endomorphisms. The
action of λ on the lattice Λ is represented on the generators as [10]
λ · 1 = m1 · 1 + n1 · τ
λ · τ = m2 · 1 + n2 · τ,
(22)
where m1,m2, n1, n2 ∈ Z. By substituting the first equation in the second we
learn that for an elliptic curve to have non-trivial endomorphisms, then τ must
satisfy a quadratic equation with integer coefficients
aτ2 + bτ + c = 0, τ =
−b+√D
2a
, D = b2 − 4ac < 0. (23)
This means that τ takes values in the imaginary quadratic number field Q(D),
the set of numbers of the form α+ β
√
D with α, β ∈ Q.
Elliptic curves (or tori) for these special values of τ are said to have complex
multiplication (or to be of CM type). The σ-model on Eτ is specified by another
parameter, the Ka¨hler parameter ρ. The compactification of strings on Eτ is
characterized by a momentum-winding Narain lattice, an even self-dual lattice
Γ(τ, ρ) of rank 4, where the parameters τ and ρ live in the upper-half plane H+
subject to a group of discrete symmetries Ξ. The Narain moduli space of this
compactification is [7]
M = H
+ ×H+
Ξ
, (24)
where Ξ is the group of discrete symmetries of Eτ
Ξ = PSL(2,Z)τ × PSL(2,Z)ρ × Z2 × Z2 × Z2. (25)
The first Z2 is a mirror symmetry which exchanges τ and ρ, i.e., Z2 : (τ, ρ) 7→
(ρ, τ). The second Z2 is a space-time parity transformation Z2 : (τ, ρ) 7→
(−τ¯ ,−ρ¯), where the bar denotes complex conjugation. The last Z2 is a world-
sheet orientation reversal Z2 : (τ, ρ) 7→ (τ,−ρ¯) 2.
For generic values of τ and ρ, the conformal field theory is not rational and
has an infinite number of primary fields. For special values of τ and ρ the
infinite number of primary-field representations reorganize into a finite set of
representations of a bigger chiral algebra and the theory becomes rational. It
was shown in [7] that CFTs based on Eτ are rational iff Eτ and its mirror are
both of CM type, that is, τ, ρ ∈ Q(D) which implies that ρ, like τ , satisfies a
quadratic equation with integer coefficients.
2The three Z2 symmetries are not really independent.
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An example of an RCFT which enjoys this property results when τ = ρ =
e2pii/3. In this case the chiral vertex operator algebra is isomorphic to SU(3)
WZW model at level 1 [12]. Clearly, both τ and ρ satisfy
τ2 + τ + 1 = 0. (26)
In [7], the diagonal case was studied in detail where it was shown that the
condition for a diagonal modular invariant is
τ = faρ, (27)
where f ∈ Z, a is the coefficient of τ2 in (23), and τ, ρ ∈ Q(D). The generaliza-
tion to non-diagonal modular invariants was given in [9].
We can associate a quadratic form with the complex numbers τ and ρ. Write
Q(a, b, c) =
(
2a b
b 2c
)
, τQ(a,b,c) =
−b+√D
2a
(28)
where D = b2 − 4ac = −|Q| denotes the discriminant of the quadratic form Q.
Q is called primitive if gcd(a, b, c) = 1. The discriminant of the quadratic form
Q is invariant under SL(2,Z):
Q −→ StQS, S ∈ SL(2,Z). (29)
Now we can consider equivalence classes of quadratic forms under the action
of SL(2,Z) (or more precisely PSL(2,Z), since S = ±I acts trivially). The set
of equivalence classes is denoted by
Cl(D) =
{
Q(a, b, c)
∣∣D = b2 − 4ac < 0, a > 0}/ ∼ SL(2,Z). (30)
It is known that Cl(D) is a finite set and we will denote the number of its
elements by h(D) (see [9] and references therein)
Cl(D) =
{C1, . . . , Ch(D)}. (31)
Since D < 0, the complex number τQ lies in the upper-half plane H
+. The
SL(2,Z) action on Q will induce a fractional linear transformation on τQ. The
PSL(2,Z) orbits of τQ(a,b,c) ∈ H+ depend on the class C = [Q(a, b, c)] ∈ Cl(D).
Using the above mapping, then we can label the classes in Cl(D) by points
[τQ] ∈ F = H+/PSL(2,Z). Since τ is the complex structure of a torus then
fractional linear transformations on τ gives an equivalent torus. The classes [τQ]
will give inequivalent tori in the Narain moduli space.
The same goes for ρ where we can also define equivalence classes of quadratic
forms parametrized by points [ρQ′ ] ∈ F = H+/PSL(2,Z). The equivalence class
of Narain lattices corresponding to an RCFT will be denoted by Γ(τC , ρC′), where
C and C′ are the equivalence classes corresponding to τ and ρ.
Similarly, the group GL(2,Z) acts on quadratic forms by the same formula
as (29). The set of improper equivalence classes under GL(2,Z) is defined by
[9]
C˜l(D) =
{
Q(a, b, c)
∣∣D = b2 − 4ac < 0, a > 0}/ ∼ GL(2,Z). (32)
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and we have a surjection q
q : Cl(D)→ C˜l(D), C → C˜, (33)
where q−1(C˜) has either one or two classes.
One can associate with the lattice ΓK a primitive quadratic form given by the
intersection formK. Therefore, the equivalence classes of primitive lattices [ΓK ]
are in 1-to-1 correspondence with the equivalence classes of primitive, quadratic
forms [Q(a, b, c)]. Hence, we can identify the set C˜l(D) with the set Lp(D) in
(11).
We define the following projections of Γ(τC , ρC′)
ΠL := Γ(τC , ρC′) ∩R2,0, ΠR := Γ(τC , ρC′) ∩R0,2, (34)
which correspond to the equivalence classes of the left and right momentum
lattices, characterized by the vanishing of the right moving and left moving
momenta, respectively.
The modular invariant partition functions studied in [9] take the form:
ZΠL,ΠR,ϕ(q, q¯) =
1
|η(q)|4
∑
a∈Π∗
L
/ΠL
θΠLa (q), θ
ΠR
ϕ(a)(q)
=
∑
a∈Π∗
L
/ΠL
χΠLa (q), χ
ΠR
ϕ(a)(q)
(35)
where ϕ is a gluing map between the discriminant groups Π∗L/ΠL and Π
∗
R/ΠR.
It satisfies (ϕ(a), ϕ(b)) = (a, b), where a, b ∈ Π∗L/ΠL and (·, ·) is the rational
bilinear form on Π∗L/ΠL which is induced from the bilinear form on ΠL.
The characters which enter the partition function above are given in terms
of the theta function of the lattice ΠL:
χΠLa (q) =
θΠLa (q)
η(q)2
=
1
η(q)2
∑
v∈ΠL
q
1
2
(a+v)2 (36)
They are identical to the characters in (12).
The Gauss product
There is a binary operation which turns the set Cl(D) of (30) into an Abelian
group: the Gauss product (see [9], e.g.) takes two equivalence classes of quadratic
forms of the same discriminant and produces a third with that discriminant.
Let C = [Q1(a1, b1, c1)] and C′ = [Q2(a2, b2, c2)] be two such equivalence
classes. We will restrict ourselves to primitive forms. We say that two quadratic
forms Q1(a1, b1, c1) ∈ C and Q2(a2, b2, c2) ∈ C′ are concordant if a1a2 6= 0,
gcd(a1, a2) = 1 and b1 = b2. Then the Gauss product of C ⋆ C′ is defined as[
Q1
(
a1, b, c1
)]
⋆
[
Q2
(
a2, b, c2
)]
=
[
Q3
(
a3, b3, c3
)]
, (37)
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where a3 = a1a2, b3 = b, and c3 =
b2−D
4a1a2
. It is important to mention that any
pair of quadratic forms of the same discriminant can be SL(2,Z)-transformed
to a concordant pair.
The unit 1D of Cl(D) with respect to the product ⋆ is represented by
1D =
[1, 0,−
D
4 ]; if D ≡ 0 mod 4
[1, 0, 1−D4 ]; if D ≡ 1 mod 4.
(38)
The quadratic form Q3(a3, b3, c3) corresponds to a lattice with intersection
form
Q3
(
a3, b3, c3
) ≡ (2a3 b3
b3 2c3
)
. (39)
which gives an even integer lattice, an important fact which we will use when
we construct the matrix levels KL and KR for the Um,K algebras.
The Gauss product is used to construct the intersection form of the lattices
ΠL and ΠR in terms of the equivalence classes C and C′, corresponding to
τQ(a1,b1,c1) and ρQ(a2,b2,c2), respectively [9]:
ΠL = q(C ⋆ C′−1), ΠR = q(C ⋆ C′)(−1). (40)
Here q is the natural map Cl(D) → C˜l(D) and
q(C ⋆ C′)(−1) means we multiply the quadratic form q(C ⋆ C′) by −1.
As was shown in [9], to prove the above result one first constructs the Z-
basis for ΠR of Γ(τC , ρC′) in terms of the equivalence classes of C and C′ and then
compares the resulting quadratic form of ΠR with Q3(a3, b3, c3) and similarly
for ΠL.
Now we have geometric data represented by the rational Narain lattice
Γ(τC , ρC′) which depends on the σ-model parameters τ and ρ (both τ and ρ
are attached to an equivalence class of quadratic forms) and algebraic, RCFT
data (ΓKL ,ΓKR , {χa}). The Gauss product can used to relate them in the fol-
lowing way. First we will look at KL and KR as quadratic forms and hence we
can talk about their respective equivalence classes under the SL(2,Z) action, as
we did with Q. Now, a rational point in the Narain moduli space specified by
the special values τC and ρC′ defines two equivalence classes of quadratic forms
C and C′. The mapping between the two sets of data is
KL = q
(C ⋆ C′−1), KR = q(C ⋆ C′)(−1). (41)
We will need to apply a symmetrisation map (half the sum of the matrix and
its transpose) to KL and KR if they are not symmetric or SL(2,Z)-equivalent
to their symmetric forms. This mapping shows that the algebras Um,K can
be given a geometric significance, by relating them to σ-models on CM tori.
To justify this, we notice that the characters of the RCFTs in (36) which are
proportional to the theta functions of the momentum-winding lattice are the
same as the characters (12) of the algebra U2,K . Both sets of characters are
based on lattices which are constructed from the same set of geometric data
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using the Gauss product. Also, the modular invariant partition functions (35)
are a subset of the modular invariant partition functions (13) of the algebra
U2,K for which
Ma,b = δb,φ(a). (42)
We note that the above mapping is not 1-to-1. We can’t start from KL and
KR and construct unique equivalence classes for τ and ρ. The matrices KL
and KR are representatives of equivalence classes in the set Cl(D) which have
a finite number of elements. The algebraic description of the Um,K algebras
depends only on KL and KR and as such is the same for all members of the set
Cl(D). On the other hand there is a geometric description for each member of
the set Cl(D). We conclude that the same Um,K algebra have many geometric
avatars. This is similar to the case of a rational boson on a circle of radius
square R2 = p/q which is described by a level k = pq U(1)k algebra. On the
other hand, starting from the algebra U(1)k, there are many candidate rational
boson theories, one for each factorization of k into two coprime integers k = pq.
4 Rational points on Grassmannians and CM
tori
In this section we study the rationality conditions of a Narain lattice in more
detail. We formulate the rationality in terms of rational points on a Grassman-
nian and we show that these points are equivalent to tori of CM type. Our
argument will be based on the results in [13].
We consider a generic Narain lattice Γ(τ, ρ) = (PL;PR) of the σ-model on
T d/Λ with a B-field. The holomorphic and anti-holomorphic vertex operators
are characterized by PR = 0 and PL = 0 and they are parametrized by the
values of their charges in ΠL = (PL; 0) and ΠR = (0;PR).
We also define the following projections of the lattice Γ(τ, ρ): Π˜L = (PL; ∗)
and Π˜R = (∗;PR) where the ∗ means we forget about the corresponding com-
ponent of P .
Note that
ΠL ⊆ Π˜L, ΠR ⊆ Π˜R. (43)
Since the lattice Γ(τ, ρ) is even, self-dual and integral then its straightforward
to show that
Π∗L
∼= Π˜L, Π∗R ∼= Π˜R, (44)
i.e., Π˜L is the dual of ΠL and the same for Π˜R.
Rationality can be expressed in terms of the rank of ΠL and ΠR . The
Narain lattice Γ(τ, ρ) is rational if and only if [13]
rank
(
ΠL
)
= rank
(
ΠR
)
= d. (45)
RCFTs are characterized by the appearance of extra holomorphic vertex op-
erators which extend the chiral algebra. For a generic Narain lattice Γ(τ, ρ),
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the only holomorphic vertex operator is the one corresponding to the vacuum
PL = PR = 0. Since any field is mutually local to the vacuum, then the set of
allowed representations V = {V [P ], P ∈ Γ(τ, ρ)} is infinite. However extra holo-
morphic vertex operatorsW [P ] appear for p ∈ ΠL. The requirement of locality
with respect to W [P ] restricts the set of allowed irreducible representations to
be a ∈ Π∗L/ΠL, where Π∗L is the lattice dual to ΠL so it contains charges which
have integer product with ΠL. The condition for rationality translates to the
requirement that ΠL be a finite index sublattice of Π
∗
L so that the set Π
∗
L/ΠL
has a finite cardinality. This happens when ΠL have a finite rank which is the
condition in (45).
The Narain moduli space of conformal field theories is isomorphic to the
moduli space of even, self-dual lattices with signature (d, d)
Md = O(Γd,d)\O(d, d)/(O(d) ×O(d)), (46)
where Γd,d denotes the standard even self-dual lattice of signature (d, d) and
O(Γd,d) its automorphism group. In the special case of d = 2 this gives the
moduli space in (24). The above moduli space is also the Grassmannian of
space-like d-planes in Rd,d. The modular invariant partition functions in [5] are
classified using rational points on the Grassmannian (46).
Note that
PL ∈W = ΠL ⊗ R, PR ∈W⊥ = ΠR ⊗ R, (47)
where W is a space-like d-plane which correspond to a point on the Grassman-
nian (46) and W⊥ is its orthogonal complement in Rd,d.
The sets ΠL and ΠR in general are not lattices, since the set of vectors which
span ΠL and ΠR will not remain linearly independent over Z when restricted to
W and W⊥. However, if W is a rational point on the Grassmannian (46) then
ΠL and ΠR become lattices of rank d. A rational point on the Grassmannian
(46) is a subspace W with basis {fm} which can be written over Q in terms of
the preferred orthonormal basis ei of R
d,d
fm = Qmiei, Qmi ∈ Q. (48)
The above equation implies that the basis of W are rational vectors
〈fm|fn〉 ∈ Q. (49)
Since any group generated by rational vectors is a lattice, i.e., it can be generated
by linearly independent vectors over Z. Then ΠL which is the Z-span of fm is
a lattice of rank d = dim(W ) and the same for ΠR. It was shown in [13] that
for d = 2
rank
(
ΠL
)
= rank
(
ΠR
)
= 2←→ τ, ρ ∈ Q(D). (50)
which in our case implies that rational points on the Grassmannian (46) corre-
spond to CM tori. This is another way to see that RCFTs constitute a dense
subset of the set of CFTs, since the set of rational points on a Grassmannian
is dense which is consistent with the findings in [7] that the values τ, ρ ∈ Q(D)
corresponding to RCFTs are dense in in the Narain moduli space.
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5 Conclusion
In summary, we studied the RCFTs based on the matrix-level algebra U2,K and
we related them to strings on CM tori (corresponding to τ, ρ ∈ Q(D)) inside the
Narain moduli space. The characters and modular-invariant partition functions
were shown to be identical in the 2 types of theories.3 Furthermore, the map
between them was constructed explicitly: the Gauss product was used to write
the matrix levels KL and KR in terms of the geometric data represented by τ
and ρ.
The connection was shown to be useful in 1 way. By formulating the problem
in terms of rational points on a Grassmannian we showed that the set of RCFTs
is a dense subset in the Narain moduli space. This agrees with the observation in
[7] that the values of τ, ρ ∈ Q(D) which produce RCFTs are dense in the Narain
moduli space. It is our hope that the relation between matrix-level algebras and
RCFTs for strings on tori will prove useful in other ways.
It would be interesting to see if the results described here might be general-
ized to higher dimensionsm > 2, or to non-Abelian theories. Most exciting, per-
haps, might be an explanation of the mysterious connection between bosons on
a CM torus and matrix level. Does the chiral algebra of the former, extended as
it is by vertex operators, have any more direct relation to the (simpler) Abelian
matrix-level algebras, e.g.?
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